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On Letting the Music Speak for Itself: Some Reflections on Musicology and Performance*

Richard Taruskin

The title of this article may suggest that I will give a state-of-the-art report on the relationship between musicology and performance or else outline a program for the future development of that relationship. But neither would be worth my while to prepare nor yours to read. Things are going well. Never, it seems, have scholars and performers worked so closely and happily together or learned more from each other, nor have so many ever before combined the roles as successfully as now. Musicologically trained performers are proliferating in graduate programs around the country. Historical performance practice is now a recognized sub-discipline both of academic musicology and of conservatory curricula. When Mr. Henahan of the New York Times can devote a Sunday column to the merits of historical instruments, or when Mr. Rockwell of the same paper, in a glowing review of Pomerium Musices, can actually list among the group's assets that its director is a musicologist, we may all take some justifiable satisfaction in going at last off the defensive vis-a-vis the press and, let us hope, the public. May this trend of recognition continue. We've all worked hard for it, we deserve it, and everything I say here is meant to abet it.

But at the same time I should like, as it were among friends, to examine what Charles Rosen has recently called the "peculiar metaphysical and ontological assumptions" that underlay much current thinking about musicology and performance, or musicology-cum-

*This article is reprinted with permission from the Journal of Musicology 1 (July 1982): 338-340.

†This article was originally read as part of a panel discussion entitled "The Musicologist Today and in the Future," at the national meeting of the American Musicological Society in Boston, 13 November 1981.


performance, or even musicology versus performance. And if much of what follows sounds like an apologia pro vita sua, and therefore immodest, it is because I feel that the only way for me, as a musicologist performer, honestly to approach the question of musicology and performance, is to look within.

So let me take as my point of departure a little colloquy I had some time ago with a graduate student at Columbia. He claimed that performances of Renaissance sacred music by Cappella Nova, the choral group I direct, were arbitrary and overly personal, and that I would be better advised to "let the music speak for itself." Well, I can tell you that his remarks rankled in their implication of irresponsibility. I do my homework, after all. I edit the music we perform from its original sources, or at least from pedigreed Gesamtausgaben, I have read up on musica ficta, on text underlay, on proportions, and we do not gussy up the music with instruments. Yet I knew just what the fellow meant, and also realized that his view of our work was widely shared among scholars, or at least among graduate students. Debating the matter with him did me good. It made me examine my own premises with greater detachment than before, and made me attempt to separate my own musicological attitudes from my performer's attitudes—something I rarely do consciously, any more than I am separately aware of inhaling and exhaling.

It seems a curious request to make of a performer, to "let the music speak for itself." If a performer did not have the urge to participate in it and, yes, to contribute to it, why then he wouldn't have become a performer in the first place. The only time I could recall being told previously to "let the music speak for itself" was when I played the opening movement of Bach's B-minor French Suite to my piano teacher many years ago and ventured a few ornaments. Most of the time the idea of letting the music speak for itself implies hostility, contempt, or at least mistrust of performers. It is what Brahms had in mind, for example, when he declined an invitation to the opera saying that if he sat at home with the score he'd
hear a better performance. Or think of Stravinsky, with all his raillery against “interpretation,” or Milton Babbitt, when describing his motives for adopting electronic media as a way of compensating for what he called the “low redundancy” of his music. All three composers seem to share a view of performers as undesirable middle men, whose elimination would further communication between composer and audience. But only in Babbitt’s case was letting the music speak for itself in this way a practicable alternative. Stravinsky, for his part, was moved by his mistrust of performers to become one himself, so as to document his music first in piano rolls and then in recordings and thus achieve the inviolable musical “object” he sought. The only trouble was that whenever Stravinsky documented his performance more than once he created quite different objects, particularly with regard to tempo, which was always the main object of documentation to begin with. Moreover, Stravinsky’s recorded tempi were almost always faster than his indications in the score, sometimes by a truly bewildering margin, as in the case of Zvezdoliki, which I single out because Stravinsky referred to his recording of that piece as a particularly successful documentation. So Stravinsky, sitting at home with the score like Brahms, heard a performance that was, if not better, then at least consistently slower than the ones he himself produced in actual sound. His efforts at documentation have only produced a confusing problem for those who would obey his wishes. But the problems he created are as nothing next to those created by such pianist composers as Debussy or Prokofiev, whose performances on rolls and records are so widely at variance with their notation that no one could get away with copying them (as I found out

when I took a Gavotte by Prokofiev to another piano teacher). As for Brahms himself, even if we allow that his remark amounted to no more than persiflage, we may ask nonetheless whether the better performance he heard was better because it was more faithful to the music in some obscure way, or because it perfectly suited his tastes as another’s rendition could not.

In short, music can never under any circumstances but electronic speak for itself. In the case of notated music there is always a middle man, even if it is only ourselves as we contemplate the written symbols. And if anyone still doubts this, let him drop in on any analysis symposium.

But even if impossible to realize absolutely, “letting the music speak for itself” may still be a worthy ideal toward which to aspire. What does it mean, though? For the moment, let us assume it means realizing the composer’s intentions as far as our knowledge of them permits. What we are really being told, then, is to let the composer speak for himself. I will not rehearse here the familiar epistemological impediments to learning what the composer’s intentions were, especially a composer as remote from us as Ockeghem, whose music it was that I was enjoined to let speak for itself. I wish to go a bit further and suggest that in many if not most instances composers do not even have the intentions we would like to ascertain. And I am not even talking about what are sometimes called “high level” versus “low level” intentions, that is, specific intentions with regard to individual pieces as opposed to assumptions based on prevailing conditions the composer took for granted. No, I mean something even more fundamental: that composers’ concerns are different from performers’ concerns, and that once the piece is finished, the composer regards it and relates to it either as a performer if he is

---

3 See “Who Cares If You Listen?” High Fidelity 8 (February 1958) and widely anthologized thereafter, e.g., in Elliott Schwartz and Barney Childs, eds., Contemporary Composers on Contemporary Music (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1967), 244-50.

4 “Contemporary Music and Recording,” in Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Dialogues and a Diary (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965), 33. Also reprinted in Schwartz and Childs (see footnote 3), 56.

one, or else simply as a listener. I'll give a few examples. One is Irving Berlin, who once said of Fred Astaire, "I like him because he doesn't change my songs, or if he does, he changes them for the better." Another is Debussy again. He said to George Copeland on their first meeting that he never thought he'd hear his piano music played so well during his lifetime. No question then that Copeland's playing realized the composer's intentions to the latter's satisfaction. On another occasion, though, Debussy asked Copeland why he played the opening of "Reflet dans l'eau" the way he did. Copeland's response was the old performer's standby, calculated to make any musicologist see red: "Because I feel it that way." To which Debussy replied that as for himself he felt it differently, but that Copeland must go on playing it as he, Copeland, felt it. So once the pianist's credentials as a Debussy performer were established, his performances were accepted by the composer as being no less authoritative than his own. Debussy, as pianist, was in his own eyes only one interpreter among others.

My next example stems from personal experience. I once sat in as page turner at a rehearsal of Elliott Carter's Duo for violin and piano under the composer's supervision. He couldn't have been less helpful. Whenever the performers sought guidance on matters of balance or tempo, his reply was invariably, "I don't know, let's see...," and then he would join them in seeking solutions, as often asking their advice as they his. At one point, when the performers were having some difficulty with his very finicky rhythmic notation, Carter said (so help me), "For heaven's sake don't count—just feel it." At the end of the rehearsal he commented that every performance of the Duo was very different from every other one, but that "whichever one I'm hearing always seems the best." So much for intentions. If that was Carter's attitude, what do you suppose Ockeghem would have cared about Cappella Nova's ficta? We seem to be committing another "intentional fallacy" here, trying, just as Wimsatt and Beardsley said we should never do, to solve our problems by "consulting the oracle."

It seems to me that much of what I will make bold to characterize as the "musicological" attitude toward performance is based on consulting the oracle in an even more spurious, because roundabout, way. We tend to assume that if we can re-create all the external conditions that obtained in the original performance of a piece we will thus re-create the composer's inner experience of the piece and thus allow him to speak for himself. In a lecture I recently attended on the staging of one of Verdi's operas in Paris, a great deal of fascinating detail was recounted on all of the vicissitudes encountered in the course of mounting the work and in making it conform to the special demands of the Paris Opera. The point was constantly reiterated that every aspect of the production was completely documented in surviving records, so that one could revive the work tomorrow just as it was being described. I ventured to ask at the end of the lecture why this would be desirable, and I was told, with eyebrows raised and voice pitched high to show how obvious the answer was, that in this way the composer's intentions would be realized. And this after a lecture in which it had just been demonstrated that the intentions realized in the original production had belonged to many, not just Verdi, and that in a large number of instances the composer's intentions had been overruled and frustrated.

So why do we consult the oracle? A simple answer, the usual answer, is that we want our performances to be authentic. But that is no answer. What is this thing called authenticity and why do we want it? While most of us would be now agree with the premise, so elegantly and humorously set forth by Michael Morrow in Early Music

---


And why do we in music want it? So that our performances may capture something of what the folklorist Jeffery Mark so perceptively described half a century ago in an article entitled "The Fundamental Qualities of Folk Music," but which is actually the best characterization I know of the modernist aesthetic as applied to music:

"The performer, whether as singer, dancer, or player, does his part without giving any or much impression that his is participating in the act. And his native wood notes wild, far from giving the popularly conceived effect of a free and careless improvisation, show him definitely to be in the grip of a remorseless and comparatively inflexible tradition which gives him little or no scope for personal expression (again as popularly conceived). Through him the culture speaks, and he has neither the desire nor the specific comprehension to mutilate what he has received. His whole attitude and manner is one of profound gravity and cool, inevitable intention. There is not the faintest suggestion of the flushed cheek and the sparkling eye. And [the performance] is ten times the more impressive because of it."

So here at last is the real challenge my critic issued me in the encounter I began by describing: "Let the culture speak for itslf." Ah, would that we could, for this is what real authenticity is, the kind Eliot wrote about, not what Michael Morrow called the "contemporary cult meaning" of the word, which really amounts to little more than time-travel nostalgia. The trouble is that the artifacts of past culture with which Eliot dealt are still intact and available in a way that musical artifacts obviously can never be. Music has to be imaginatively recreated in order to be retrieved, and here is where conflicts are likely to arise between the performer's imagination and the scholar's conscience, even (or especially) when the two are housed in a single mind.

Verdi, speaking ironically about the aims of verismo, said, "it's fine to reproduce reality, but how much better to create it." In a similar spirit I would say, "it's fine to assemble the shards of a lost performance tradition, but how much better to reinvent it." Research alone has never given, and is never likely to give (again for obvious
reasons) enough information to achieve that wholeness of conception and that sureness of style—in a word, that fearlessness—any authentic, which is to say authoritative, performance must embody. Here is a paradox: which is more "authentic," an historical reconstructionist performance of, say, Messiah, or a Three Choirs Festival performance? Which, in other words, enjoys the commonality of work, performer, and (lest we forget) audience, the certainty of experience and of expectation that lends the proceedings the "cool, inevitable intention" Jeffry Mark described? The Three Choirs performance surely speaks for a culture, not Handel's perhaps, but that of the performers and their audience, certainly. It gives what Eliot called a sense "not only of the pastness of the past, but its presence." The modernist, avant-grade, historical reconstruction of Messiah can only evoke the pastness of the past, and will therefore appeal not to the esthetic sense but merely to antiquarian curiosity—unless it derives its sustenance not only from whatever evidence musicological research may provide, but also from imaginative leaps that will fill in the gaps research by its very nature must leave. Otherwise we will have not a performance but a documentation of the state of knowledge. As long as the reconstructionist performer holds himself to the same strict standards of accountability we rightly demand of any scholar, his efforts will be bent not on doing what the music was meant to do, but on simply "getting it right," that is, on achieving what the mainstream performer takes for granted. He will end up, if he is lucky, with what the mainstream performer starts out with.

The most authoritative and compelling reconstructionist performances of old music, as well as the most controversial, have always been those that have proceeded from a vividly imagined—that is frankly to say imaginary—but coherent performance style. They provide themselves with Tradition, in the Eliot sense, and bestow authenticity upon themselves. Where such performers do not know the composer's intentions they are unafraid to have intentions of thier own, and to treat them with a comparable respect. I suppose I am thinking now of the performances of the Early Music Quartet and some recent ones by the Concentus Musicus among those I have heard, and among those I have not, of the radical reconstructionist performance of Messiah given in Ann Arbor under Edward Parmentier last year, which I know only by enthusiastic rumor, and by reports of the uproar it created among some of the scholars in attendance.

In this light, let me return now to the criticisms of Cappella Nova. What was mainly under attack was our approach to phrasing and dynamics, both of which are very sharply profiled in our performances, and which from the very beginning have always been singled out by our hearers either for praise or for blame. The origins of the approach lie, I have no hesitation in admitting, in my own subjective response to the nature of the lines in complex, melismatic and polyphonic textures. I know of no specific historical sanction for it, except insofar as subjective responses of contemporary hearers have been occasionally and vaguely recorded. In the absence of hard evidence I felt not only free but duty-bound to invent an approach. Or, to put things as they really happened, it was because this approach to phrasing and dynamics evolved in me during my period as director of the Columbia University Collegium Musicum, that I felt I had a statement to make about the music and was moved to form Cappella Nova to begin with. Although its origins lay not in certain knowledge but in imagination, the approach is very much an objective feature of Cappella Nova's style. It is an element of what we take to be, and present as, the authentic sound of the music, and its presence is, far from an intrusion, quite necessary if for us the music is, yes, to "speak for itself." Those whose scholar's conscience equates silence with prohibition must invariably regard our performances as arbitrary. But what is arbitrary in my view is the flat dynamic and

---

12 Eliot, Selected Prose, 38.
the lack of phrasing, that is, of molding lines to their high points, which characterize so many so-called “objective” performances of Renaissance music. For these derive not from any demonstrable condition or feature of the music or of its historical context, but merely from the state of evidence, over which the performer can exercise no control. Strict accountability thus reduces performance practice to a lottery. It has nothing to do with authenticity. Authenticity stems from conviction. Conviction in turn stems as much from belief as it does from knowledge. Our beliefs—naïve or sophisticated, to be sure, depending on the state of our knowledge—are what alone can give us the sense of assurance and of style possessed by those fortunate enough to have behind them an unbroken tradition of performance.

This brings me to a perhaps even more fundamental caveat. What, after all, is historical method, and to what kind of knowledge does it lead? If we were to reduce it all to a single word, that word would have to be generalization. Style criticism, often held up as the ultimate goal of historical scholarship in music, is above all the abstraction of contexts from cases, the establishment of generalizing criteria. Think of Riemann, for example, of whom we read in The New Grove, that “he was not interested in the individual case as such, but rather in discerning its typicality and its place in the entire system.” And of course most properly historical musicological work is either that or it is a preparation for that. But this is as far from the performer’s mentality as it is possible to be. His concern is only with individual cases, taken one at a time. As George Perle remarked admiringly about Seiji Ozawa, who was performing one of his works at Tanglewood, “When he’s playing it his whole repertoire consists of one piece—mine.” And here is what Erich Leinsdorf has to say in a recent book which was actually meant as a polemic against interpretive excess: “Every great work is first and last a meaningful musical utterance unlike any other. If it did not have its own unique meaning it would have come and gone and would not be part of our living repertoire.” Leinsdorf’s words are fighting words, and what he is fighting is what he calls the “sacrifice of the sense of music to a simplistic notion of period style.” For him, then, historical reconstruction is just another variety of interpretive excess. But one needn’t accept his belligerent equation of style consciousness with simpleness to note the real enough danger of our sense of style becoming reductive owing to an insufficient appreciation or response to the uniqueness of individual compositions.

This is a very easy trap into which to fall. Our training as scholars gives us very precise and efficient ways of dealing with generalities. We have a vocabulary for them, and the process of framing them invokes reassuringly scientific methods and criteria, many of them quantitative and exact. We have no such aids in dealing with uniqueness. We have no vocabulary; words can no more give an exact representation of an individual piece of music than they can render an individual face. We have to draw the face and play the piece. But a scholar is never so insecure as when he is at a loss for words. And nothing is less scientific than the evaluation not of quantities but of artistic qualities, the specific details, the “divine details,” as Nabokov would say. These must be apprehended by imaginative response, empathic identification, artistic insight—all euphemisms, of course, for intuition, which word embarrasses and antagonizes the scholar in us. Unwilling to claim intuition as a guide, both for the reason just given and for the reason given as while ago—that it violates our scholarly principles of accountability—we often tend to flee from characterizing the uniqueness of a piece in performance, and seek our refuge in our objective

---


knowledge, which is in all cases a generalized one. Since it is never possible to talk about the unique with the same objectivity as one can about the typical, we are tempted to ignore distinguishing characteristics and instead parade our basic knowledge of style as if it were specific insight. The results are familiar, typified, if you will, by performances of choral masterpieces by Bach or Handel that reduce them to demonstrations of dance tempi, A-415, and (pace Prof. Neumann!) notes inegales. There is corollary to this in the form of reliance upon authentic editions, authentic instruments, or authentic performance practices learned from authentic treatises, in place of careful and sensitive consideration of the music. An actual, if extreme, recent example was an advertising flyer sent out by a New York harpsichordist announcing that his would be the first New York performance of the Goldberg Variations from the Neue Bach-Ausgabe. This kind of thing is the performer’s analogue to what is regrettably becoming a pair of recognizable types among scholarly papers—the kind that merely lists variants between versions or sources, and the kind that makes an exhaustive physical description of a sketch, both kinds purporting meanwhile to describe "compositional process." This is preparatory work offered as the substance of scholarship. Similarly, a performance that merely sets out to demonstrate that Bach was baroque represents preparatory work, not the substance of performance.

But even at their best and most successful—or especially at their best and most successful—historical reconstructionist performances are in no sense recreations from the past. They are quintessentially modern performances, modernist performances in fact, the product of an aesthetic wholly of our own era, no less time-bound than the performance styles they would supplant. Like all other modernist philosophies, historical reconstructionism views the work of art, including performing art, as an autonomous object, not as a process, not an activity. It views the internal relationships of the are work as synonymous with its content, and

in the case of music it renounces all distinction between sound and substance: to realize the sound is in fact to realize the substance, hence the enormous and, be it said, oft-times exaggerated concern today for the use of authentic period instruments for all periods. The aim of historical reconstruction is, as Ortega put it, "a scrupulous realization," 15 and as Eliot put it, "not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion;... not the expression of personality, but an escape from personality," 16 the emotions and the personality escaped from being, of course, those of the performer "as he is at the moment." 17 The artist trades in objective, factual knowledge, not subjective feeling. His aim is not communication with his audience, but something he sees as a much higher, in Eliot’s words "much more valuable" goal, communion with Art itself and with its history, and he enlists musicology’s aid in achieving it. To return once more to the starting point, this is what is meant today by "letting the music speak for itself." I am describing no monstrosity, no straw man, but an ideal of beauty that inspired many of the greatest creative minds of our century. And it is only in the nature of things that what dominated advanced creative minds half a century ago should be dominating advanced creative minds today. The paradox and the problem—or is it just my problem?—is that this way of thinking about art and performance has no demonstrable relevance to the ways people thought about art and performance before the twentieth

15 Ortega y Gasset, The Dehumanization of Art, 14.
16 Eliot, Selected Prose, 43.
17 The invention of sound recording has obviously been a tremendous spur to this tendency, since it offers the possibility of permanence to a medium that had formerly existed only "at the moment." Most historical reconstructionist performances aspire at least tacitly to the status of document, of not that of Denkmal. When the performance is recorded, the aim usually becomes explicit (witness the slogan of the SEON series of historical recordings: "Document & Masterwork"). No less than the score, the performance is regarded as "text" rather than as an activity, and this creates another pressure toward the elimination from it of anything spontaneous or "merely personal, let alone idiosyncratic."
century. Applied to the music of the Renaissance and the Baroque, to say nothing of the nineteenth century, it all seems exquisitely anachronistic. And what seems to prove my point is that with the possible exception of the rather ambiguous case of continuo realization, the modern reconstructionist movement has produced many scrupulous realizers of musical notation but has yet to produce a single genuine master of improvisation, which we all know to have been nine-tenths of the Renaissance and Baroque musical icebergs.

Some may be wondering now who it is I'm really thinking of. But I am thinking of no individual; I am thinking of a little bit of each of us. We all share these attitudes to some extent if we are at all alive to our own time. Do I seem then to be generally skeptical of historical reconstructionism or of musicology as an ally of performance? Nothing could be further from the truth, as I hope my own activities testify. But I am skeptical of the complacency with which difficult issues are often addressed, and I deplore the equation of modernist objectivity with scientific truth.18

To even the score now, and to return to a more personal note, let me attempt to list the assets my musicological training has given me as a performer. At the very top of the list goes curiosity, with its implications, so far as human nature allows, of openmindedness, receptivity to new ideas and love of experiment. It is in this spirit that I believe investigations of past performance practices should be conducted. Let us indeed try out everything we may learn about in every treatise, every archival document, every picture, every literary description, and the more adventurously the better. But let us not do it in a spirit of dutiful self-denial or with illusions that the more knowledge one garners, the fewer decisions one will have to make. Let us accept from the scholar in us only that which genuinely excites the performer in us, if for no other reason than because both the attractive and the unattractive finding are equally likely to be wrong. Above all, let us not be afraid, as Rose Rosengard Subotnik recently put it with respect to criticism,19 to “acknowledge our own presence” in our work and to accept it, if for no other reason than because it is in the final analysis inescapable. The suspension of personality in a modernist performance immediately stamps the performance as such, and is therefore paradoxically tantamount to an assertion of personality. We impose our esthetic on Bach on less than did Liszt, Busoni, or even Stokowski.

The second great advantage musicological training confers is knowledge of what there is and where to find it. When one has mastered a scholar's bibliographical and paleographical skills, one need not be limited by the vagaries of editors and publishers. But here too there is an attendant pitfall in the form of an overly bibliographical approach to programming. I have in mind the kind of program that starts off with sixteen settings of “J'ay pris amours,” followed by one bassadanza from each of five collections, and finally a Machaut ballade performed with two voices, then three voices, then four voices, as it is transmitted in three different sources. These are seminar reports in sound, not concert programs. And another didactic programming pitfall is the practice,

18 Having used the word, I feel I must say a thing or two about “scientific” attitudes, though I fear they will be the most controversial of all (perhaps that is why I am seeking the sanctity of a footnote). Empirical science, as all the world knows, claims to be “value-free.” But art is not, and performance must not be. The adoption of the doctrinaire empiricist, positivist, and unprincipled stance of scientific research when investigating performance practice can be pernicious, leading in extreme cases to an evasion of responsibility, something distressingly close to a musical Eichmann defense. I have in mind the perpetration of musical results the performer himself regards as unattractive, in the belief that that's how it was done, like it or not (“I was just following orders”). There have been notable recent instances of this in Bach performance, where the situation is exacerbated by the knowledge that Bach himself did not like certain aspects of his own performance practice, notably involving the size and quality of his choir in Leipzig. Still more disturbing is the “scientific” pressure to keep up with the state of research, whatever one's personal predilections. I know of more than one instance in which performers of Renaissance and Baroque music have followed practices of which they were not personally convinced either historically or esthetically for fear that otherwise they might be suspected of ignorance.

19 “Musicology, Analysis, and Criticism,” a paper read at the same panel discussion as the present one.
once far more widespread than it is now (as those who attended the Josquin Festival-Conference ten years ago may recall) of presenting a kind of analysis of a piece in lieu of a performance of it—for example, changing the scoring of an isorhythmic motet on each talaia, or bringing out by hook or crook the cantus firmus of any mass or motet. In either event, the performer takes it upon himself to throw into relief something the composer in many cases took elaborate pains to conceal, and is being the very opposite of authentic, however the term is construed. We tend, many of us, particularly those of us who teach music history for our daily bread, to turn our concerts into classrooms, and I know from personal experience that no performer's bad habit born of musicology is more difficult to break. It is a case of the scholar's conscience once more, this time actually masquerading as the performer's imagination.

Speaking of teaching and of classrooms reminds me that when thinking of the relationship between the musicologist and the performer we usually assume that the former teaches and the latter learns. But good performers can teach receptive scholars a great deal, and communication both ways is needed if a real symbiosis of musicology and performance is to occur. Sometimes one is lucky enough to have it happen within oneself if one combines the roles. It was the performer in me that taught the scholar in me the extent to which modus, the division of longas into breves, continues, though not explicit in the notation, to operate throughout the Renaissance period, at least in church music, as an organizer of rhythm. This is a feature totally obscured by modern editions which base their barring on the tactus—a feature of modern editorial practice which, as

Lowinsky demonstrated over twenty years ago, is perfectly authentic, but, for a final paradox, no less a falsification for that. For modus is, as I have come to believe, the operative factor in projecting the rhythmic life of much of Isaac, for example, or of Josquin. It is a matter I intend to pursue in the context of "pure research," but it was a discovery I made purely serendipitously as a performer.

I began this little essay by noting that musicologists and performers are on better terms now than ever before, and I wish to reaffirm this heartening fact in conclusion. It might not be amiss to recall that it was not always so. Dmitri Shostakovich once had a good laugh over a definition of musicologist he heard at breakfast one day from his piano teacher, and repeated it all his life. "What's a musicologist? I'll tell you. Our cook, Fasha, prepared the scrambled eggs for us, and we are eating them. Now imagine a person who did not cook the eggs and does not eat them, but talks about them—that is a musicologist." Well, we're eating them now, and even cook up a few on occasion, as when we do a little discreet composing to make a fragmentary piece performable. Now, if we could only sell them...

---

20 See the transcripts of the "Workshops on Performance and Interpretation" published along with the rest of the proceedings of the Festival-Conference in Edward Lowinsky, ed., Josquin des Prés (London: Oxford University Press, 1976), 645-719, and most especially, Ludwig Finzaller's paper, "Historical Reconstruction Versus Structural Interpretation in the Performance of Josquin's Motets" in the same volume, pp. 627-32.


Purcell’s Clock Tempos and the Fantasias

Ellen TeSelle Boal

“You may tell... four in a Bar, almost as fast as the regular motions of a Watch.”

In the twelfth edition of John Playford’s Introduction to the Skill of Musick, “Corrected and Amended by Mr. Henry Purcell,” there are two important changes from earlier editions on the subject of tempo. For beating time in “Common Time,” Purcell gives the direction to “Stand by a large Chamber Clock, and beat you Hand or Foot to the slow Motions of the Pendulum, telling one, two, with your Hand down as you hear it strike, and three, four, with your Hand up;” and further on he says that each crotchet (quarter) in 3 is “almost as fast as the regular Motions of a Watch.”

These references to absolute time appear more than a century before the invention of the first metronome for general use. Is this perhaps the first reference to a dependable, mechanically produced beat? Is there any significance to the fact that the references to accurate clock time are not included in Playford’s earlier editions?

Can the tempos actually be employed by performing musicians?

It is not a simple matter to apply these “clock tempos” to Purcell’s music. For example, the fantasias for three and four viols appear at first glance to be fairly straight-forward in meter, and they are in common time, but the pieces present some thorny problems. Is the signature 4 twice as fast as c, or “a little faster,” or the same tempo? Can we assume that the tempo should be “one, two,” to each beat of a “seconds pendulum”? Does the “quick” section of a fantasia require a faster beat, or is it made up of quicker note values? What does the indication “drag” mean? These questions are compounded by the fact that Purcell’s publications include differing charts of tempo meanings. Though the only solution may be to follow Francesco Geminiani’s advice and play with “good taste,” performers who want to know Purcell’s intentions have a number of problems to solve.

Seventeenth-century references to tempo consist of several elements: absolute or clock tempo; sign or signature; note value; and verbal indication. The validity of the clock indications will be examined; no thorough research into the validity of these indications has been done previously. The signatures, note values, and verbal indications are often incorrectly represented in modern editions, but fortunately an autograph manuscript of the fantasias exists. As to the meaning of signatures, notation, and verbal indications, there was a lack of uniformity to the extreme in the latter part of the seventeenth century; so Purcell’s idiosyncrasies will be examined, as well as appropriate general meanings.

Purcell’s reference to the pendulum in the Playford Introduction of 1694 can be established as the first written indication by a renowned composer of an exact,

---

1 John Playford, An Introduction to the Skill of Musick, ed. Henry Purcell, 12th ed. ([London]: Printed by E. Jones for H. Playford, 1694), 28. This edition was printed by Henry Playford, who took over the publishing business following John Playford’s death in 1686. Note that while the title page of this edition implies that the entire edition has been corrected by Purcell, the title page of the thirteenth edition carries his name only after Part 3, “The Art of Descant” (Introduction, 1697).

2 See Rosemond E.M. Harding, Origins of Musical Time and Expression (London: Oxford University Press, 1938), 38-44 for particulars of the invention of the metronome by Johann Nepomuk Mälzel and for the history of other metronome-like devices.


dependable, small unit of time. Whether this unit of time can be applied to his music will also have to be established, but at least the clock itself, with an isochronous pendulum, can be a reliable factor for the first time.

Several earlier writers on music referred to the relationship between musical time and clock time; however, most of these references appear to be speculative, as they call for minutes and seconds before clocks had indications for such small units, or they cite equal beats before the invention of the pendulum clock. In about 1350 an Italian, Johannes Verulus, stated that “music receives its just and perfect time” from what he called an uncia; but unfortunately his times can not be applied to musical notation, as the divisions he named were not used in any known clock. In 1533, Stephano Vanneo said, “this equal motion [batutta] ought to be equal like the motion of a clock.” The beats are not necessarily to be in the same time as the swings of the clock foliot, but equal, like the clock’s motions. Though Vanneo may intend the battuta to be in time with the clock foliot, his direction could have had little effect on standard temps, as the foliot’s swings were erratic, and, since they depended upon the number of notches in the train of gears, varied from maker to maker and from clock to clock. Hermann Finck, in Practica Musica (1556), and Johannes Oridryus, in Practica Musicae (1557), compared the tactus to the motion of a striking clock, that is, the motion of the jack hitting the bell. Since the intervals between chimes would have varied from clock to clock, this direction would give a sense of equality, but not of tempo. Other references written before the use of the seconds hand and the pendulum occur in the Musurgia by Othmar Luscinius (1536) and in Lodovico Zacconi’s Pratica di musica (1592).

The first experiments relating to the pendulum were done by Galileo Galilei, and the first references are found in his Le meccaniche (ca. 1600), which was translated into French by Marin Mersenne. Mersenne also reported on further studies of the pendulum, including, in addition to Galileo’s natural laws, charts showing the exact lengths needed for pendulums swinging in specific times. It was Mersenne who recommended that a composer write in the margin of a composition the length of string necessary to make a pendulum giving the tempo for the piece, and that “if all the musicians in the world would communicate the different tempos of their measurers... in this way, they would know what movements are proper to give pleasure.”

---


6 Stephano Vanneo, Recanetum de Musica Aurea (Rome: 1553); reprinted, Suzanne Clercx, ed., Documenta Musicologica 28 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1969), 54. The Latin text reads “Haecigit mensura... est ictus seu percussio... culius motus quoque qualla horologi motus esse debet.”


8 Hermann Finck, Practica Musica (1556); reprinted, Bibliotheca musica Bononiensia, Sectio 2, no. 21 (Bologna: Forni, [1969]), sig. F 6r


measure lasts one second, but he observes that composers who put thirty-two or sixty-four notes into a measure must be using a measure of two or four seconds; because "there is no hand so quick that it can play more than sixteen times one or more strings, nor any voice which can sing more than sixteen notes... in a second's time."\(^{13}\) Note that he did not even consider the possibility that a measure might be of any time other than one second, or exactly two or four seconds. Mersenne was not only still thinking in terms of proportions (exactly two or four times the number), but also thinking in terms of a "second" as being the obvious and evident length of a measure. The suggestion to composers was apparently not put to use.

No further reference to the idea of using a pendulum for the time of a musical measure or beat occurred until Thomas Mace (1676) directed the musician to hang a weight by a string from the ceiling of his practice room, changing the length of string for different tempos.\(^{14}\) Though he was accurate in saying that this is the "most Exact, Ease, and Infallible Way" to keep time, it is difficult to imagine anyone actually following his recommendations. Mace also suggests keeping time by moving the foot up and down "like unto the Ballance of a good Clock."\(^{15}\) Though he could have known about a pendulum clock in 1676, since he specifically used the older term "ballance" in reference to a clock and the term "pendulum" in relation to a simple string and weight, he must not have been recommending a new and accurate pendulum clock, but the older weight-driven clock. In 1696 the first working model of a metronome, called a chronomètre, was built and described by Étienne Loulié, a musician and theorist.\(^{16}\) His machine had a weighted cord which could be lengthened and shortened by placing an attached peg in a hole marked with the desired length. This length could then be written on a musical composition.\(^{17}\)

Christian Huygens, a Dutch mathematician and astronomer, was the first to perfect the principle of applying the pendulum to a clock.\(^{18}\) The first clock constructed from the principle was made by Salomon Coster, a clock maker from The Hague, in 1657.\(^{19}\) Because of the desire of Charles II to establish a Royal Observatory at Greenwich, the pendulum clock technology was taken from The Netherlands to England by John Fromanteel and perfected by Thomas Tompion, William Clement, and Joseph Knibb.\(^{20}\) England became the leader in horology, a position it occupied until 1850.\(^{21}\) In 1670 William Clement, an English clock maker, introduced the "seconds pendulum," 99.1 centimeters long, which beats seconds (its complete period is two seconds, back and forth).\(^{22}\) By 1676 the seconds pendulum was a standard feature on English long-case clocks, and

---

\(^{13}\) Mersenne, III, 136; trans. Chapman, 190-191.


\(^{15}\) Mace, 78.


\(^{17}\) Loulié, 88; Cohen, 90.


\(^{19}\) Bell, 34-38. Excerpts from Huygens's L'Horloge a pendule (1656-1666), including a drawing of a 1659 clock, are in Christian Huygens [Works], vol. 17 ed. J.A. Vollgraff (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1932), 104. A model of Huygens's design may be seen in the London Science Museum. There is a dial for seconds in the improved design of 1673, but not in the design originally published in 1659.


\(^{21}\) Carlo Cipolla, Clocks and Culture, 1300-1700 (London: Collins, 1967), 32.

\(^{22}\) See Bell, 40, and Encyclopædia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. "clocks, watches, and sundials." The length of 99.1 cm. is for London.
many English chamber clocks were converted from weight-driven to pendulum-regulated clocks. 23

Another horological invention of the period, the hairspring or balance spring, regulates the movement of the balance wheel in a watch. The mathematician and Royal Society staff scientist Robert Hooke claimed to have been the inventor, but the first usable balance spring was perfected by Huygens in 1675. 24

Although the balance spring today has a frequency of one-fifth second or 18,000 per hour (in other words, a watch now ticks five times per second), the early watches have a slower beat. When Christopher Simpson directed the musician to beat eighth notes to the "little minutes of a steadie going watch" in 1665, the frequency of the ticks was thirty-six to forty-six times per minute, so this would be twice as slow, rather than twice as fast, as the heart beat Simpson suggests for the quarter note, and thus an impossible guide. 25 Purcell also refers to the tick of the watch in the 1694 Introduction, saying that each crotchet (quarter) in 3 is "almost as fast as the regular Motions of a Watch." Duplication of the motions of his watch would produce a tempo of M.M. 240 for the quarter note in 3.

Purcell certainly knew about the relatively new pendulum clocks in 1694, even though he may not have owned one. Frances Purcell's will mentions only one clock, an "alarum" clock. 26 Almost any kind of clock could be equipped with an alarm, but the clocks referred to specifically as "alarum" clocks in England appear to have been small "lantern" or "bracket" clocks, the bell being the dome of the clock. 27 These were often converted to pendulum clocks after 1676, but the conversions would have been to short "bob" pendulums (also called "half-second" pendulums, though they had six and seven-inch pendulums which therefore had rates of from 153 per minute to 142 per minute). 28 Purcell says to "stand by a large Chamber Clock," a term applied in the seventeenth century to a bracket clock, which, in spite of the term "large," would have been converted to a bob pendulum if converted at all. 29 However, he goes on to direct the student to beat the hand or foot "to the slow Motions of the Pendulum, telling one, two, with your Hand down as you hear it strike, and three, four, with your Hand up." A bracket clock with a bob pendulum beating at M.M. 153 or 142 would certainly not be used for the "slow Motions of the Pendulum;" and "telling one, two" during one "strike" would produce impossibly fast quarter notes (i.e. M.M. 306 and M.M. 284). Since Purcell is referring us to his slowest type of "Common time," marked with the C, there seems to be no doubt that he is directing us to stand before a "long-case clock" with a seconds pendulum, to beat the hand or foot to its slow motions, and to tell one, two, with the hand down during each half cycle (each time "You hear it strike"), resulting in minims (half notes) at M.M. 60, or two crotchets


24 Hooke may not have been the inventor of all his experiments, since as chief staff scientist of the Royal Society (for forty years) he was required to produce a new experiment each week. The list of his inventions is certainly impressive. See J.C. Crowther, Founders of British Science (London: Cassell, 1960), 181.

25 According to investigations at the British Museum, a watch with a hairspring, made about 1680 by Tompion, has 14,400 beats per hour, or four beats per second. Simpson's suggestion of the heart beat for the quarter note is on page 23 of the 1665 edition.

26 A watch in the British Museum, ca. 1620, with no hairspring, beats 2,100 times per hour (M.M. 36); another beats 2,611 times per hour (M.M. 43.5). Simpson's direction is in The Principles of Practical Musick Delivered in A Compensious, Ease, and New Method (London, 1665), 23.


29 Alan Smith, Clocks and Watches (London: Connoisseur, 1975), 91, 175.

30 Britten, 343-344.
(quarters) at M.M. 120 each. Even this tempo is not "slow" by modern standards. Because he is not really describing a clock with a seconds pendulum, and because his resulting tempo is not very slow, one is tempted to speculate that he never actually experimented with his suggestion. Did he merely take the clock references from earlier treatises, which as we have already seen are inaccurate, and superimpose references to the newest kind of clock?

The clock tempo of $\downarrow = \text{M.M. 120}$ does produce a good performance tempo for use in the fantasias. Since the clock references are to particular signatures, the signatures and other indications in the fantasias must be examined. Purcell uses only the signatures $c$ and $\varepsilon$, which is fortunate, as the interpretation of the triple signatures is much more difficult. He also uses the verbal indications "swift," "brisk," "slow," and "dray."

Although the $\varepsilon$ signature originally indicated alla breve, or halving of the note values in mensural notation, for Purcell and most seventeenth-century writers it was merely the sign for "a little faster." Even before 1475 Johannes Tintorius said that it was proper to show the "speeding up" of the measure by drawing a line through the middle of the circle or semicircle.\(^{31}\) This implies a performance decision rather than a mandatory alla breve or two-to-one relationship. In 1547 Heinrich Glareanus said to "accelerate the tactus... in order to remove weariness," by drawing a line through the circle or semicircle, so that the hearer would not become "fatigued."\(^{32}\) Since the faster stroke is intended only to relieve fatigue, the reference implies a somewhat faster tempo, but not a stroke twice as fast.

In the seventeenth century in England, the $c$ signature seems to have been almost completely abandoned in favor of $\varepsilon$. In publications of John Playford we find $\varepsilon$ used consistently for duple meter. In the first through eleventh editions of Playford’s Introduction to the Skill of Musick (1655 to 1697), $\varepsilon$ is given as the duple or "Common time" signature, with $\varpi$ added beginning in the sixth edition (1672) for a common time "as swift again."\(^{33}\) Christopher Simpson’s Principles of Practical Musick, beginning in 1665, cites the use of both $c$ and $\varepsilon$, or "no Signe," for Common Time. Simpson defines $\varepsilon$ as "properly a Sign of Diminution: though many dash it so, without any such Intention."\(^{34}\) The "Ayres Designed for Learners" at the end of the book contain only $\varepsilon$ for common time. Simpson’s sign for "twice so quick" is $\varpi$.\(^{35}\) In other words, in seventeenth-century England, $c$ and $\varepsilon$ were both signs for a moderate common time.

But both Purcell’s Choice Collection and the Purcell-Playford Introduction to the Skill of Musick say that $c$ means "very slow" and $\varepsilon$ "a little faster." The same designation is also given in the "Instructions for Beginners" contained in the third edition of Purcell’s Choice Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord or Spinet, but this may not be relevant, as the Lessons were published after Purcell’s death.\(^{36}\) The list of signatures in the Lessons does not include references to clock tempo, describing $c$ only as "very slow" and $\varpi$ as

\(^{31}\) Coussemaker, ed., “Proportionale Musices” in Scriptorum, IV, 156.

\(^{32}\) Heinrich Glareanus, Dodecachordon (Basel: 1547); reprint, trans. Clement A. Miller, Musicological Studies and Documents 6 ([Rome]: American Institute of Musicology, 1965), 234.

\(^{33}\) Some editions are entitled A Brief Introduction to the Skill of Musick; all published by John Playford until 1687, then by Henry Playford; the 1655 edition is in the Royal College of Music, London, the others in the British Library. Many of the editions are in the Library of Congress, and the 1674 and 1694 editions are available in facsimile reprints.


\(^{35}\) Ibid.

\(^{36}\) First edition (London: for Mrs. Frances Purcell, sold by Henry Playford, 1666); "The Third Edition with Additions & Instructions for beginners, for Mrs. Frances Purcell...to be sold at her house in Great Deans Yard, Westminster," n.d. Copies of both editions are owned by the Library of Congress, the latter also by the Royal College of Music, London.
“brisk and airy;” and the signature “3” is added to the list of triple signs. In spite of the detailed list, the Lessons themselves contain only the signatures c and 3, with the exception of two pieces with the 3/2 proportion signature.

The explanation of the c signature as “slow” and c as “somewhat faster” can also be found in seventeenth-century writings elsewhere in Europe. One or more of these may have been the source for Purcell’s explanation in the 1694 Playford Introduction. Mignot de La Voye (Paris, 1656) explains c as lentement, and c as legerement, with the figure “2” as a possible substitute for either signature. Wolfgang Caspar Printz (1666) defines c as Langsam, c as geschwind. In 1668 Printz uses adagio for c and allegro for c. Giovanni Maria Bononcini says in 1673 that c is used as c “by the moderns,” only piu presto. Michel L’Affillard’s Principes (1694) defines c as the mark of the mesure of four tuns graves (slow beats), and c as the mark of the mesure of four tuns legers (quick beats).

Purcell’s use of the signatures in his compositions is very similar to Bononcini’s use. A study of Purcell’s autograph manuscript of the fantasias reveals some interesting idiosyncratic preferences. First, in looking at the “Sonnatas” (six of the Ten Sonatas in Four Parts of 1697, and portions of two more), written at the back of the volume, we find that Purcell uses the signature c at the beginning of every sonata. Four are marked adagio, one vivace, and the others are unmarked. The vivace theme moves in quarters and eighths, in contrast to the halves and quarters and eighths, in contrast to the halves and quarters found in the other first movements, suggesting that the word vivace refers to the interior “movement” rather than the tempo of the beat. The same signatures were copied into a contemporary manuscript of three of the sonatas (in Christ Church, Oxford), indicating that this manuscript was possibly copied from the autograph. The only c in the autograph is used to mark the canzona of the ninth sonata, the only sonata in which a return to duple time is necessary after a triple section. The movement of the canzonas is predominantly in eighths and sixteenths.

In the “fantasias,” found in the first part of the autograph, the signature c is the only signature written into the score at the beginning of a piece. The c signatures are written in the margin, as if they were added later. This is true through the first eleven pieces, with the pattern changing only at number 12, the “August 31, 1680” fantasia. This piece and the “Feb. 24th 1682/3” fantasies both do have c marked on the score. Did Purcell add the c signs later, possibly after August 31? The other distinguishing factor about the fantasias marked c is that they all move with a large number of eight notes, while those marked c move in quarters and half notes. The fantasias of June 23, June 30, and August

---


39 Printz, Compendium Musicae (Gubenh: Christoph Grubern, 1666), sig B v. Unique copy, Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung, N. Mus. ant. theor. 69.70.


41 Michel L’Affillard, Principes tres-faciles pour bien apprendre la musique (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1694), 17, 83.

42 Oxford, Christ Church, MS. 620, fols. 47-53.

43 “The 3 Part Fantasias,” pp. 1-24 of British Museum Add. MS. 30930 reversed. In the “Commentary” to Fantazias and other Instrumental Music, vol. 31 of The Works of Henry Purcell, Purcell Society ed. (London: Novello, 1959), editor Thurston Dart does give the original signatures, indicating c after the clef sign and c before, though still on the printed staff and with no explanation.
31, marked c in the margin, all begin with movement in half notes and quarters, but eighth note movement is added later with no sectional marking. The G minor fantasia (no date) has no signature, and, unlike the others, begins with a whole note and moves in half notes. Purcell’s signatures can, therefore, be interpreted as follows: c or C, or no signature, gives the clock tempo, quarter = 120. When he uses C, “a little faster,” the movement within the measure is a little faster, but the clock tempo is the same as that of the C signature. The tempo of quarter note = 120 is a possible tempo for the fantasias, including those marked with the C, and one would not want a much faster tempo than that at the “quick” section of the first fantasia, since it has a predominance of sixteenth notes. What, then, does he mean by “quick” and “brisk”? Every time one of these terms is used, the movement quickens automatically, by the addition of sixteenth notes to the previous eighths, or of eighths to the previous quarters. Every time “slow” is used, the movement slows automatically through a change to quarters and half notes from the previous eighth-note passages. The term “drag” may mean to slow the basic tempo, as no change in note values occurs when it is used in the August 19 fantasias.44

Other examples of “quick” and “slow” being added where they seem superfluous to the modern performer occur in a sinfonia “in the autograph of Matthew Locke” presently housed in the British Museum (Rosamond E.M. Harding’s thematic catalog names these spurious works, but this is nevertheless an interesting use of “quick” and “slow” in an English manuscript).45 Giovanni Maria Bononcini’s early works show a similar use of allegro and adagio with the C signature. This is especially true in the Primi frutti del giardino musicale (1666), where we find consistent use of C with allegro to denote sixteenth-note movement, and C with adagio to denote slower note values.46

Since the fantasias contain no ❧ signatures, we have no opportunity to use Purcell’s “four in a Bar, almost as fast as the regular Motions of a Watch.” There is one ❧ signature in the autograph manuscript, however, occurring in the [boreo] fragment of the suite in G which follows the fantasias.47 In Purcell’s time the “regular motions,” or at least the ticks of a watch, were four per second (rather than the five per second suggested by Arnold Dolmetsch’s Interpretation).48

Just as a pendulum clock beating seconds was a fairly new invention in 1694, a spiral hairspring watch beating four times per second was also new. The spiral hairspring, invented by Christiaan Huygens in 1675, was then being applied to watches made by Thomas Tompion in England. There is no way of knowing whether the “silver watch” mentioned in Frances Purcell’s will had a hairspring.49 It is of course possible that Purcell knew about the new technology and knew that a watch with a hairspring would tick about four times per second, producing a quarter equal to M.M. 240 if used with his ❧ signature.50 Christopher Simpson’s reference in 1665 to the “little minutes of a steady going watch” could not

44 Michael Tilmouth, in his introduction to the Twelve Sonatas of Three Parts, vol. 5 of The Works of Henry Purcell, Purcell Society ed. (Kent: Novello, 1976), xii, suggests that ritardando, “even had it been in use at the time, was perhaps beyond the limit of Purcell’s Italian,” and implies that “drag” does mean ritardando.


46 Giovanni Maria Bononcini, Primi frutti del giardino musicale (Venice: Magni, 1666). Manuscript copy Modena, Estense, MS.F 105.

47 British Museum Add MS. 30930, p. 32.


49 Zimmerman, 315.

50 Calculations based on early watches with and without hairsprings were made for the writer by Elliot Nixon of the Horological Students’ Room, British Museum, 29 June 1976.
have been to a watch with a hairspring, but only to an earlier watch beating much too slowly for his "quavera" (eighths), since the result would be eighth note = M.M. 36 to 46.\textsuperscript{51} There are, however, a few examples of seventeenth-century watches with second hands.\textsuperscript{52} Dolmetsch may have made an error in assuming that both Simpson and Purcell were referring to the ticks of a watch. Since second hands were still extremely rare, Simpson and Purcell were even more likely referring to the motion of the balance wheel. The balance wheel was sometimes called the "pendulum" though it was not one, and its motions can be seen through an opening in the case in some watches of Purcell's time.\textsuperscript{53}

Can we know Purcell's tempos exactly? "Almost as fast" and "a little faster" do not dictate exact tempos; however, since the period was one of new inventions and strides in horology, it is possible that Purcell was using the new technology as a guide to musical time. There is no way of knowing if his tempos were adopted by performing musicians, though the clock and watch references were mentioned again in 1721 by Alexander Malcolm (Treatise).\textsuperscript{54} Michel de Saint-Lambert (Principes, 1702) and Johann Joachim Quantz (Versuch, 1752) both discounted the validity of the mechanical devices, preferring the human pulse (in the case of Quantz) or stride (Saint-Lambert).\textsuperscript{55} Since the modern performer does depend upon the mechanical metronome for his guide to tempo, Purcell may well have been the most adventurous of composers in regard to the use of exact time-keeping devices. He was the first composer to lend his name to a scientifically correct means of establishing tempo, and the most illustrious composer to do so until Beethoven marked his symphonies with the numbers from the new invention of his friend Johann Nepomuk Mälzel in 1815.

51 Simpson, 23. Calculations at the British Museum show that watches with no hairspring, of about 36 and 46 times per minute.

52 The British Museum has an English "Chaise-Watch," ca. 1660, with a seconds dial [separate, not concentric].


A Translation of the Preface to Terpsichore
Of Michael Praetorius

Bruce R. Carvell

Whereas the music contained in Michael Praetorius's Terpsichore (1612) is well known to performers and scholars of Renaissance instrumental music, the Preface to this collection is less familiar, despite the fact that it contains much specific information pertaining to the performance of this music. In addition to offering remarks on matters of transposition, notation, the use of accidentals, and the background of the melodies, Praetorius also discusses the complicated subject of the relation between tactus, mensuration, and tempo. The information found here is important in the understanding of performance practices of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

This translation is based on the text given in facsimile by Friedrich Blume in Volume 15 of his edition of the complete works of Praetorius (Wolfenbüttel and Berlin: Georg Kallmeyer Verlag, 1929). I wish to express my gratitude to Peter Holman for the initial inspiration for this project, and to Sharon Robertson, who provided advice in matters of translation.
Michael Praetorius’s *Terpsichore, The fifth Muse of Aonia*; wherein are contained diverse and sundry French dances and melodies in the form of 21 Bransles, 13 other dances with curious and droll names, 162 Courants, 48 Voltas, 37 Ballets, 3 Passamezzos, 23 Galliards, and 4 Reprises. For 4, 5 and 6 parts. As the French dancing-masters in France play them and which can be well used to entertain and delight Princely tables and at banquets. In the year 1612.

To the Radiant, August Prince and Lord, Lord Friedrich Ulrich, Duke of Braunschweig and Lüneburg, etc. My gracious Prince and Lord.

Radiant and Right Honorable Prince, Your Royal Highness, to Your Grace my humble obedient services are known. At your gracious command, Your Grace’s humbly obedient dancing-master Antoine Emeraud has brought these assorted French bransles, dances, and melodies from France, as well as some descant parts for the same, all of which had been given over to me to be arranged for four or five parts, as I see fit.

Although I had initial doubts about publishing these same dances for the public, especially since it might not please several parties to communicate them and make them accessible to everyone, nevertheless, the fact that your gracious command carries more weight than other opinion seems reasonable to me. Even if one ignores that, it is said that “omne bonum esse communicatum sui” (all good things make themselves known), and my disposition, from the earliest days, was so directed that, with my affairs and that which God granted me in grace and placed in my hands, I gladly serve and accede to everyone, that I might not be stingy, ill-disposed, and envious. For this reason, I have intended to publish this French music not for instrumentalists alone, but also particularly for noble aristocratic patrons and others in France who are skilled in these and similar dances. God willing, volumes of Italian and English dances, with related matter, will follow in the remaining volumes of the *Muses of Aonia*.

Since Your Royal Highness has given both the gracious command and the occasion for the composition and publication of this work, I herewith should not fail to humbly offer and dedicate this work to Your Royal Highness, which I humbly beseech Your Royal Highness to notice and receive this work and to be and remain well-disposed and devoted to me as your humble servant. To this end, I commend myself herewith to Your Grace.

Dated Wolfenbüttel, March 4, 1612.

Your Royal Highness,
your humble, obedient servant

M[ichael] P[raetorius]
C[reuzburgensis]

Certain suggestions and admonitions: which are necessary to be communicated to the musical readers of this work.

I.

Wherefore the author has undertaken to publish at this time several secular and political musical compositions under the title of the *Muses of Aonia*, as he has published previously a collection of sacred compositions under the title of the *Muses of Sion*.

Just as I have completed, by God’s Grace, the nine sacred *Muses of Sion* as well as masses, hymns, grand concerted pieces (*Megalyndian*), and *Eulogodian*, in addition to my Latin *Leiturgodia Sionia*; so both at the request of aristocratic music-lovers as well as at my own inclination I have found it not unseemly and indeed necessary before I published the remaining three graces
(of which nevertheless the First Grace, in which are found the noblest German sacred psalms for six parts, should appear within the year) to take the secular Muses of Aonia, in so far as decorum and honor allow it, and to perform my willing service of honor likewise for them: In consideration of the fact that one usually presents not only at princely banquets but also at the honorable assemblies, feasts, weddings, and other such joyous occasions of other respected persons, a secular work and permits it to be included not without singularly annoying entertainment. "For," as Quintilian has said, "the soul is renewed and restored by diversity, and men take pleasure in variety."

II.

Wherefore it is fitting for every man to prepare and publish in order to honor God and to promote the common good, and for the benefit of his neighbor, be it in music or other areas, consistent with his profession, and why he should not allow himself to be deterred or prevented from doing so by the unconsidered and insignificant comments of others.

And how I was inclined to publish first the first Muse of Aonia including various Praeambula and Tocaten (as know in Italy), as well as other matters suitable for organists, for reasons; That even as an excellent orator, when he wishes to discuss some weighty matter and has planned an imposing conclusion for his speech, avails himself of a suitable and well-constructed introduction, regardless of the fact that it does not belong to the main work at the beginning, in order to make the kindly listeners attentive and well-disposed to the subject and to make them more enthusiastic. Thus, in the same fashion, can an organist summon together the listeners and the entire company of singers and instrumentalists with his praebambules, preludes, and toccatas. Further, the organist can provide time for the musicians to take up their instruments and their parts, to tune their instruments, and to prepare themselves for performance, so that when the organist has ended his toccata or fantasia, the whole company may then play a good concerted piece, motet, madrigal, or pavan (or some such composition) to the greater glory of God. I still have some doubts at this time, however, since it has already come to my attention that several persons greatly disapprove of the fact that I have permitted such and similar things to be published with all good intention in the preface to the seventh part of the Muses of Sion. Whereas they feel that I would make everything too accessible and to put it within the reach of every organist and also amateurs how one thing and another should and could be done and organized suitably and with distinction and duration. The reason that I should have and bear nothing more than cleverness, hatred, jealousy, and ingratitude, which is nothing new to me, for all my efforts, work, and experience, can be identified. It is nothing but the vicious jealousy and envy that permits nothing to offer good companions (who do not have fortune and luxury) to give much money and accounts for a small elaborated [colorirtes] or embellished [diminuirtes] composition. To these persons I am disposed and eager to give aid from the bottom of my heart without recompense and even at expense to myself and to communicate all that I, through God’s grace, know and am able to do with the best intentions in an hour. This is much more fitting for us, the Germans, in general (we who are called Germani since we live as brothers together and should not let such incivilities be said of us). Meanwhile, other peoples allow their things to be published for the benefit of their nation without any misgivings. As one often finds in Italy the toccatas of Claudio Merulo of Rome on copper plates, also the works of Hieronymus Diruta, Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli, and other excellent organists and composers openly published; thus they treat matters in great detail and as mentioned in the beginning, publish
openly for the good of their nation. And such esteemed musicians as Giovanni Maria Ardusi (sic), Petrus Pontio, Tigurini, and other accomplished experts have published splendid treatises on composition and counterpoint, good and bad treatment of consonances and dissonances, imitation [fugis], the proper treatment of the beginning, middle, and ending of songs, and the necessary rules of composition.

And because each of us Germans keeps his art to himself; such has been more than a little damaging to me in my published works to date: and an account of that, destitute of riches and pretensions, I have had to be content with God's grace and the talents He has bestowed. And I want consequently with these talents, small though they may be, and which I have furthered by constant, careful exercise and diligence, (disregarding all others who will obscure and incorrectly explain it) for my fellow man and for most worthy Germany as my beloved fatherland as benefit, to publish not only an Opus Melopoietichon of Italians and other authors in the fourth volume of my Syntagma Musica, but also other musical compositions, provided God lets me live and, also, as I pray and hope, grants me the grace, blessing, and strength necessary. I want to communicate to the lovers of esteemed music for their benefit that which I lacked in the beginning, and include my own thoughts in the hope that there will still be found some Germans of good heart who understand and recognize with graceful disposition my labor and the fact that I have taken such great work and expense upon myself alone from my good true heart in order to serve and help my fellow man (but not from ambition or to achieve fame or a great name). In this regard, Sethus Calvius, the pre-eminent historian and musician of Leipzig, has taken upon himself to publish in this Melopoio (based on Zarlino) something concerning the rules necessary for the best composition. Therefore, I also wish to expend my talents and energy in the effort to serve and do good, even though I may gain no thanks from those who would impede my well-meaning, Christian
design. Furthermore, the very famous composer and organist Claudio Merulo of Coreggio wrote: "One should not fail to bring to light everything which is to the common good."

III.

Concerning the arrangement of the Muses of Aonias and why the author of the dances refers to them under the title of Terpsichore; also what more might follow as part of the Muses of Aonias.

As I mentioned in the seventh part of my sacred Muses of Sion something of the Muses of Aonias, which have been introduced and described by Natali Comite in Mythology, thus do I deem it necessary to give a further explanation to cultured musicians in this present secular Muses of Aonias.

Although I hesitated in the beginning as to the proper arrangement of the Muses of Aonias, since the authorities disagree in this and each observes a different order, nevertheless, it has pleased us to imitate the excellent ancient historian Herodotus and to use his order as considered in giving titles to this histories in this work: in addition, the other Mantuan in Book Eight of his Sylvarum has retained this same order.

Namely:

1. Clio
2. Euterpe
3. Thalia
4. Melpomene
5. Terpsichore
6. Erato
7. Polymnia
8. Urania
9. Calliope

I have referred to these assorted French dances—bransles, courants, voltas, ballets, etc.—not so inappropriately, as it seems to me, under the title of Terpsichore, the fifth Muse of Aonias, so that the title might agree with the content. The etymology and derivation of this name has been taken from the Greek ap tou terpein tous chorous, that which amuses the chorus of the Muses; and it may be said by the quickly moving line of the exulting Muses: I am amused by the dance to music [choreia], the solemn dance [tripodium], and the
dance [saltatio]: whence may have been the invention of certain kithara players [citharistica]. It is because of this that the harp or psalterly is often portrayed in the hands of the Muse. Thus, I plan to publish English and Italian pavans, dances, and galliards, etc. under the title of Euterpe, the second Muse of Aonias; my toccatas and other compositions [Canzonen] with figuration [col- loraturen] and diminutions, to be played on viols [Violen] and harpsichords [clavicymbelin], under the title of Thalia, the third Muse of Aonias; German secular compositions under the sixth Muse, Erato.

The interpretation or enlightenment of the French words and titles of the following dances.

What bransles, courants, voltas, ballets, etc. are and why they are so called. This topic is to be examined in greater detail in the third book of my Syntagma Musica. Furthermore, additional explanations are necessary since these bransles and courants are put forth under many different names.

1. Bransle simple: This is a type of dance that is plain and straightforward, simple without any peculiar, large movements. It is called "simple" because it is simpler than the following dances. It has eight steps.

2. Bransle gay: This is a merry dance: gay means laete [joyfully]. For this reason, it may be measured [mensuriret] as a proportion [proports] and a Tripol, or indeed, as a very rapid Tactum aequalem.

3. Bransle de Poictou: Poictou is a province and earldom [Graffschaft] in France and since this dance originated in this province, it has been named after it. This dance contains nine steps [pass]: The double [doppelte] contains, however, twelve steps.

4. Montirande: Carries the name of the master who has composed it.

5. Gavotte: This is a region wherein proud peasants dwell and from whence this dance has originated. These dances fall under the name of bransle simple since they are danced one after another in series.

14. Bransle de Villages: These are village dances, because Villa means village [Dorff].

15. Bransle de la Torche: This is a dance with lamps or torches which is the reason that it is called a torch dance because a Torche is a torch [Packel].

16. La Bohemiene: A Gypsy or Egyptian dance: it is half way between a volta and a courant.

17. Bransle de la reyne: The Queen’s dance: because this dance was composed for the nuptials of the present Queen.

18. Bransle de Lorraine: This originated in Lorraine [Lothringen].

19. 20. Bransle de la Chappe and de la Grenée: Have names of the masters who composed them. The latter is occasionally known as la Bourgoigne because he first came from Burgundy.


22. Philou: This is like a gavotte and was sung in the evening by young lackeys [Lackeyjungen] in the street and there is nothing but horseplay [Cuionerey] therein.

23. La Robine: is a peasant dance.

24. Les Passepieds de Bretagne: From Brittany. Known as Passepiedz because in such a dance one foot must be thrust forward and set over the other.

26. Spagnoletta: Comes from the Netherlands and was danced very rarely in France.

29. La Pavan de Spaigne: is from Spain and is, indeed, a noble, splendid, and very solemn dance.

31. La Canarie: From the Island of Canaries.

36. Courante: Of a Lord de Terme and it is known for
the courant, thus it is understood in the King’s Ballet.

37. 60. Courantes de Perichon and la Durette: Have the names of their master and Perichon is known as a first-rate lutenist.

41. La Mouline: is taken from the ballet abroad and which is arranged as windmills. The Duke [Herzog] of Vendosme performed this same dance.

42. La Moresque: is like a Moor’s dance.

46. 48. De la Guerre, de la Bataglia: are courants in the fashion of a battle.

79. Courant de la Motte: has the name of the master.

199. Volte de Tambour: is a volte made after the fashion of an army drum.

247. Ballet de Monsieur Vendosme: was performed by a Lord called Vendosme at the King’s Palace and resort at Fontaine Bleau.

248. Is a Ballet or dance called a Bransle abroad and arranged in the fashion of a Bransle.

249. Is the last Ballet of the Duke of Namur (Nemours).

250. Meister Guilhem: is King Jacques’s Jester and, since there is usually horseplay [Cuionerey] and tomfoolery [Narrerey] therein, this dance has been named after him.

252. This is a Frog dance: because all the persons who come in procession in this dance are dressed in green and in the manner of frogs.

254. The Rooster’s dance.

256. Trois aages: is the dance of the three ages.

257. The Flask dance.

262. The Magician’s Dance: which must be played before the King’s ballet as 269 must be played after the King’s ballet.

270. Has the name from the warlike women known as Amazones which did combat with Alexander the Great and this procession [Auffzog] was arrayed in such women’s dress.

277. Is a dance in which many princesses have come in procession.

278. Bacanales: Frequently has been danced during Lent.

279. Ballet or dance which was performed with fire and torches.

280. The Ship’s Boys’ dance.

281. The Procession of the Blind or Invalid People.

388. Passametzes: which may be played on krummhorn or other instruments.

V.

The authors of these French dances.

In addition it should be noted that the melodies and airs, as they call it, of these dances were composed by French dancers who were at the same time for the most part good violinists [Geigers] [Known in their language as violons] or lutenists, and arranged according to their steps in dances, courants, ballets, and processions [Auffzogen]: when they instruct in dancing their students, the great Lords, Earls, and other persons of rank, they play these same dances on the violin or lute.

Among these are four who are at present in the King of France’s Violins or dancers and who are also very good composers. 1. de la Motte, who earned 20,000 Crowns [Kronen] by teaching dancing. 2. de la Fond. 3. de la Grenée. 4. Beauchamp. In addition, Richehomme, and Le Brot, who hold no royal appointment, but are no less excellent in dancing and composing. Further, there are three hundred masters in Paris dancing and, in some part, composing, but they are not up to the level of the above-mentioned.

Thus, the melodies and airs of these masters and other such composers of these dances have been communicated to me by Anthoine Emeraud, dancing-master of my gracious Prince and Lord, Friedrick Ulrich, Duke of Braunschweig and Lüneburg. To these melodies, I have humbly added a bass and inner parts and signed
my name to them. Several were composed years ago by a musician Francisq Caroubel with five parts: this name I have always written in the correct places.

Where the word Incerti appears, I have received only the cantus and bass and have supplied the remaining inner parts since all of these (save 45, 51, 56, 60) were not thereby set by the author and as such must be indicated.

VI.

How these dances must be tactiret and mensuriret.

Bransle simple

I have notated the Bransle simple with minims and semiminims in a suitably slow Tactus and, for this reason, I have marked them with c at the beginning, the sign for a very slow Tactus [Signum tardioris Tactus]. Others have previously notated these bransles with semibreves and minims and then they must be measured [mensuriret] with a faster Tactus. The sign for a very swift Tactus [signum celerioris Tactus] c is reasonably to be prescribed. However, where the sign c₂ [Diminutionis Diminutio—double diminution] is found marked, an even faster Tactus [viel schneller] is obliged or a very rapid [gar geschwinde] Tactus is to be observed.

Bransle gay

The bransle gay is usually written by the musicians of France so that three types of Tactus can be used in the following ways: 1. As a Triplam. In this manner, I have allowed the two bransles gays in the fourth bransle simple in no. 4 and those also in no. 10 to remain thus. 2. As a Sesquialtera. In this case, two rests must be sent before the first note or else should be imagined as being there, so that the first note, which is usually a minim, is given a Tactus. 3. While the two Tactus in the bransle gay are difficult to be observed, and the French dancing-masters generally have deemed to use a Triplam to an equal Tactus in their galliards, voltas, and these bransles gay [although the galliards are slow and the bransles gay fast], to measure with the foot, so this has given me cause for further consideration and I have finally found that it is better and easier to accomodate bransles gay, as well as some voltas, with minims and semiminims to the equal Tactus, as may be seen in nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 12.

Since it is my opinion that these matters might be arranged better to aid understanding, I have set down several examples to demonstrate:

BRANSLAY.

These must be very fast / rapid to the Tactus a la Breve or still could be measured [mensuriret] in the following manner:

This is the fashion in which nos. 20, 24, and 25 should be tactiret.
Voltas

In the same manner, voltas, which are marked with the sign C3, as is the case with Nos. 199, 200, 202, 204, 205, 206, 209, 214, 216, 217, 218, 220, 221, 224, 225, 227, 232, 233, 234, and 241, should be regarded. Otherwise, it is difficult to indicate the Tactus for these pieces, so I have set forth another example to illustrate my meaning.

This Tactus pleases me the most and appears to me to be the most correct. I also feel that the two initial rests may be omitted and one should begin the Tactus with the first note because this is much better.

I have notated No. 217 in all voices in this way. Thus, anyone can write about and use these different kinds of pieces as it is deemed most appropriate.

VII.

How these dances have been notated.

The French notate their courants with white notes ♫ ♫ the English, however, commonly use black notes ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫; as a minor hemiola, which is more agreeable to me. Whereas the courant must be measured [mensurire] with a very rapid Tactus, and thus it is most appropriate that it should be measured [mensurire] as a kind of sextuplet [Sexduplen] in an equal Tactus. However, I have notated some with white notes and some with black notes without distinction, thus leaving everyone free to interpret them as he may wish.

VIII.

Why so many Disees ✗ have been indicated.

It must be diligently observed and considered where the Disees are marked initially in F and occasionally also in C. Thus, all notes on the same row, which stand on that line or space must be held and considered as if each had a ✗ written before it.

However, when a flat [♭- b rotundum] is notated on these same pitches [Calavibus], either F or C, then the
correct pitch must be sung — F, not F sharp [fis] and C, not C sharp [cis].

Furthermore, in those compositions where two Dieses $\times\times$ in F and C are marked initially and the entire song stands in the transposed hard hexachord, it has not been felt necessary to mark every Diesis, as may be seen in No. 41 and others like it. Nevertheless, I have wished to notate all such occasions for the sake of those who are unfamiliar with the custom of modifying notes, so that they might not think that one must sing fa instead of mi as is otherwise the case where the song goes no higher.

IX.

How transposition is taken into consideration.

Since the French use the modes of the Hypo Mixolidium and the Hypo Ionicum for the most part, and because these are in the hard hexachord, it is the custom to transpose a whole tone, and a second, or a fifth higher.

Although this seems strange and difficult to those who don’t know it and haven’t mastered it, it can result in a more charming and refreshing resonance when played on an organ or by other instruments than it does when played in the original Ton. To achieve this, one could write out the entire piece in the transposed version or one could make the transposition in his head as if another key were indicated. I have marked several pieces, such as Nos. 33, 35, and 131, which benefit from this treatment, and have here below shown the method for making such transpositions.

Nos. 101, 186, 199, and 145 have the same cantus, but differ in the bass.

Thus, the four bransles simples and the two bransles gay have been set a tone higher: since they might have been found to be very difficult, I have transposed them down a tone.

Just as one can transpose a Cantus written in the treble clef (Clave signata g) down a fourth or a fifth, thus can one also transpose a part marked with a C clef ( ||=) a fourth or fifth higher by following the advice that I have already given. In any event, I shall elaborate on this topic in the fourth book of my Syntagma Musica.
X.

Concerning the short and long lines wherby the Tactus has been differentiated in the courants.

I have made lines below representing the sextuplet [Sexduplen] 6/1 which are rather difficult. The spaces between the long lines represent the meaning of an equal Tactus, with the downbeat [depressione] falling on the long lines and the upbeat [elevatione] falling on the short lines. When one wishes to approach unequal Tactus, as with a Sesquialtera, the Tactus should be understood to fall between each of the lines, whether long or short. This can be easily seen and understood, and avoids troublesome and annoying variations in the up and down movement of the hand.

XI.

Concerning the alternation of slow and fast Tactus.

When playing durttes, sarabandes, and ballets, a desirable sense of charm and grace may be achieved by changing the repetitions within a dance by playing one loudly and strongly, and another quietly and in an understated fashion, which one can easily do on bowed [geigenden] and wind [blasenden] instruments.

However, a ballet is a rather special case since it is sometimes a very fast dance and sometimes is a very slow dance. I could find no better way to show this clearly than to make use of the signs of major or minor Tactus [Signis Tactus minoris vel majoris], of which I shall deliver more in the fourth book of my Syntagma Musica, God willing. These signs are C C₂ and D. Where one finds D and C₂ the notes are to be halved in value [per duplam] and must be measured according to Tactus a la Breve [as the ancients called it], so that two semibreves ♩ ♩ or four minimis ♩ ♩ ♩ ♩ comprise a single Tactus, or else an extraordinarily fast Tactus must be used.

XII.

Apology of the author for the many admonitions that he has set before his works.

I am aware that some have not been pleased by the many suggestions and admonitions in my works, and that I have been unable to avoid in this work. I take comfort from the precedent set by the admirable and well-known organist from Italy, Claudio Merulo of Correggio, who first placed a preface to the reader in a book of organ tablature of Hieronymous Diruta three years before the former died. I here render his words into German from his Italian:

In all the skills and arts, because they are particular professions and have their own particular principles and terms, it is customary to preface works with special observations which may seem strange to one who does not fully understand these skills. For that reason, when I allowed my first book of French songs to be published, I wanted to give everyone all helpful advice so that one could better understand and learn several things which must be observed in the songs. These observations, although modest and contemptible, will provide those who have little of the knowledge that is essential to derive satisfaction and pleasure from my songs to approach them comfortably, etc.

Thus has this admirable and most accomplished organist of our time expressed himself on this subject without hesitation and to his honor. I fervently hope that my insignificant, yet well-intentioned works, on account of the unpraised but considerable diligence expended therein, be received in the way in which they were intended. I hope that one will accept them and remain well-disposed toward me. Vale & utere bene. [Farewell and use them well.]
Grounds for Putting Simpson into Practice

Gordon Dodd

The Grounds

In her article “Putting Simpson into Practice,” Sheila Marshall explained Simpson’s procedure for improvising divisions with up to two violists and a keyboard player, and observed that

The discovery of a figured ground (or indeed of any ground divorced from written divisions and clearly intended for extemporisation) would be enlightening.¹

Although I have seen practically all the known bass viol books, I have not found figures on any standard ground-for-divisions; the few figures that I have seen, on such things as prelude-grounds, hardly come within the scope of the present enquiry. But I have noticed several unfigured grounds, written on spare pages or in the flyleaves of bass viol books and thus “divorced from written divisions.” Twenty grounds of this sort are documented in the Viola da Gamba Society of Great Britain’s card index and are listed on following pages.


Fifteen of the grounds appear singly. Although they could have been used for accompanying written divisions, they could equally well have been used for solo improvisation, and therefore qualify for inclusion in the list.

The last five grounds are much more interesting, as each appears in two part-books of a set; the inescapable conclusion is that collective improvisation was their specific purpose.²

All twenty grounds are presented in full so that Simpsons may enjoy authentic practice with grounds on which their forebears apparently improvised. Their sources are tabulated, together with brief details of representative written divisions on the same grounds. At once it can be seen that written divisions survive for only nine of the grounds — were the other eleven made up on the spot?

The grounds exhibit plenty of variety: some have one strain, some two. They visit related keys and have melodic as well as harmonic interest. Number 14 is the “Passamezzo Moderno,”² swinging nicely along, provided that the extemporizer can get “John Come Kiss Me Now” or “Les Bouffons” out of his head. To my mind the two finest grounds of all are “Polwheele’s Ground” and “La Follia” (with confirmation from Marais, Corelli, Vivaldi, Rachmaninoff); both are here present, at number 11 and 19.

² Older hands will call to mind Benny Goodman’s definition of swing: “Collective improvisation rhythmically integrated.”

³ In the course of a lecture to the Viola da Gamba Society of Great Britain, Peter Holman tentatively suggested that the twelve-bar-blues formula might be regarded as a Passamezzo Modernissimo.

⁴ See VdGS (GlB) Supplementary Publications Nos. 90 and 140.
GROUNDS FOR IMPROVISATION

I. GROUNDS IN ONE BOOK

1. [Musical notation]
2. [Musical notation]
3. [Musical notation]
4. [Musical notation]
5. [Musical notation]
6. [Musical notation]
7. [Musical notation]
8. [Musical notation]
9. [Musical notation]
10. [Musical notation]
11. [Musical notation]
12. [Musical notation]
13. [Musical notation]
14. [Musical notation]
15. [Musical notation]
16. [Musical notation]
17. [Musical notation]
18. [Musical notation]
19. [Musical notation]
20. [Musical notation]

II. GROUNDS IN TWO BOOKS:

14. [Musical notation]
15. [Musical notation]
16. [Musical notation]
17. [Musical notation]
18. [Musical notation]
19. [Musical notation]
20. [Musical notation]

THE GROUNDS - Sources, and representative written sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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*RT* denotes a theme number from J.M. Richards, 'A study of bass viol music written in England in the 17th cent. (Oxford, 1950), *A* = 'anonymous.'
This in turn calls to mind Huygens's letter to Utricia Swann, dated 23 February 1648:

I come to tell you for some mortification, that in your absence, Lady, we are not altogether out of tune, but that Mr Steffken and I are doing a kind of wonders upon two leereway viols ... and that in time of necessity I have hands enough to play a wofull Lachrimae and such other stuffe upon my organs, to haue that wonderful bow rowle upon my basses. See if you will make hast to hear our miracles. ⁷

Although that may have been a somewhat different exercise, Simpsonians will perhaps credit it with the right spirit, and see Steffken as one of those who could have instigated some collective improvisation.

In Source B, Ground 19 ("Follia") was written in pencil, and Ground 20 in what looks like orange crayon. Ground 20 follows the plan of "Follia" in its first eight notes.

Source E is a set of part books for two trebles, bass, and continuo, containing several sets of dances in the autograph of the composer, Christopher Gibbons. Whether Gibbons also wrote the grounds at the back end of the inverted treble books, I cannot tell, but here is clear evidence of Simpsonian practice at Oxford.

Sources F and G, with eight of the grounds, together make a pair of part books, C. 59-60, containing works for two bass viols by Simpson, Jenkins, John Witty, and others. They are kept separate in the table because each has different grounds entered at the end. The books were compiled by Francis Witty, composer and performer, and his initials on Ground 3 seem to mark him out as a potential Simpsonian. Grounds 4 and 5 show the signs of first and second attempts: which version would have been preferred?

Source K, MS F.573, showing strong connections with the Netherlands, is the source, among other things, of fifty-five airs, apparently for unaccompanied violin, but

---


evidently arrangements from lyra viol solos including some by Steffkens.8 Ground 15 is written in pencil on the verso immediately preceding the violin pieces. It has obvious affinities with the ground (RT 401) of Simpson’s “great” E minor set, VdGS (Richards) No. 10.

Source L contains two sets of fancies, airs, and corants for treble, bass, and organ by Jenkins.9 Ground 11 (Polewheele’s) appears at the front of the bass book.

Source M consists of manuscript leaves bound at the end of a first edition (1659) of Simpson’s Division Violist. Although I have seen microfilm of the manuscripts, I have seen neither the book itself nor film of it. However, I understand the book to be unannotated, and thus lacking anything by which the owner may be identified. Information on this point would be most welcome, in view of the remarkable coincidence between ten dances of Steffkens in tablature in Goess MS ‘A’ dated “19 Octobre 1664” and the same ten dances in staff notation in Source M, the first five being there headed “A Suite of Mr. Steffkins he gave me October yr. 1664.”10 Here is another road leading back to that potential Simpsonian, Steffkens.

Dr. Covell’s Book

Having now commented on the sources of the grounds, I wish to mention only one of the sources of the written divisions, and that is Source D, also a layer of manuscript leaves at the back of a 1659 Simpson, owned by Dr. Covell who eventually became Master of Christ’s College, Cambridge.11 Fifteen sets of divisions in Source D are attributed to “R.L.,” “R.L.E.,” or “R.L.S.” (presumably Sir Roger Lestrange), Jenkins, and “anon.” One anonymous item proves to be Simpson’s divisions on “Polewheele’s Ground” followed by a set of Polewheele’s own (“PW’s own follow”).12

Source D brings together some of the most illustrious names in the violist’s world, including that of the Grand Master himself. Not only does it set forth divisions written by these composers, but it also makes use of four grounds which, as discussed above, were probably selected as being especially suitable for extemporaneous practice. Simpsonians at Cambridge, as well as those at Oxford, had the personnel and the material ready at hand. It would be agreeable to entertain the notion that Simpson’s printed instructions had their origin in the proceedings of that talented company.

The Organist

Finally, I have not seen anywhere a ground written in three books of a set, thus allowing for the full complement of two violi to the organ, but I can imagine Simpson’s organist, like many of us nowadays, being expected to play it by ear.

---


9 Dodd, Thematic Index, JENKINS-13.


11 John Wilson, ed., Roger North on Music: Being a Selection from His Essays Written During the Years c 1695-1728 (London: Novello, 1939), 58.

12 Dodd, Thematic Index, R. LESTRANGE-1.
Reviews


I have recently received two remarkably different editions of viol music, one composed in mid-seventeenth century by an Englishman who spent part of his life on the continent, and the other written approximately one hundred years later by a German who spent nearly thirty years in London. It is not surprising that William Young’s music retains so much of what is often called “the English style.” However, despite all those years in London, there is certainly nothing very “English sounding” about the music of C.F. Abel. Written at the very end of the period of viol dominance, it has a galant affinity to the music of his close friend, J.C. Bach, and was even mistaken at times for early Haydn.

Perhaps it is easiest to start with a general comment or two about Dovehouse Editions. When I looked again at “What the critics and players are saying about Dovehouse Editions” in their handsome flyer, I thought, “Why didn’t I write something like that?” I am one of several, I am sure, who have put myself on the standing-order mailing list to be sent all editions as they come off the press. Actually, I did have occasion to write to Donald Beecher and Bryan Gillingham recently, and I told them, “It always makes my day when I find a package from Dovehouse in the mail.” For very reasonable prices, they are providing a valuable service—easily-reed, well-printed editions of the music of “established composers and lesser-known worthies.” It is a joy to find clear printing, good-quality paper, and parts for all with reasonable page turns. All editions have copious introductions. In this case, I found out what there is to know about the rather obscure William Young, and I was reintroduced to C.F. Abel, subject of Sara Joiner Wynn’s article in the 1973 issue of this journal. I am certainly one of many Dovehouse fans.

I am happy to see the Abel sonatas. I was teaching with Murray Charters, the editor of this edition, in a summer workshop a few years ago and remember his lecture/demonstration on Abel and his music. He played a snatch of it and talked about his editing job. I was amazed by the technical demands of this solo music, as I was familiar, at that time, only with the easily-available Hortus Musicus editions (nos. 39 and 40) purportedly written for amateurs. I have also felt fortunate to live so near the Huntington Library in San Marino, California, where the magnificent Gainsborough portrait of Abel fills up nearly half a wall in the gallery, and whose bookstore offers splendid reproductions which make wonderful presents for friends and students. The Huntington has also, in its collection of British cartoons, a comic sketch of Abel and J.C. Bach by Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827). Mr. Abel clutches his bow in a curious manner and plays a vaguely strung instrument. He looks annoyed by the music and the composure of Bach, playing what appears to be a Baroque oboe.

The source for this edition is a New York Public Library manuscript (Drexel 5871), and Charters believes that it may be “a small compilation of Abel’s improvisations” along with some studies, and that it was written for Gainsborough. He has organized his selections into sonatas and has chosen carefully. I have a photocopy of a facsimile of what Charters calls Sonata II, but the prelude—composed entirely of arpeggiated chords—is not there. Perhaps it was not in the manuscript, which evidently was full of errors. The complete works of Abel have been published by Knape, but these editions are hard to find and expensive. I was told by one dealer that they are out of print. Charters says that they are filled with errors also, so we owe him a debt of thanks for his efforts and for providing us with a workable edition. He has printed the music in clefs more
familiar to many than the original treble clef read down an octave. He is consistent and careful in notating what is original and also what is in the Knapé edition. I might disagree slightly with his performing version of the fugue in Sonata III, but he prints it above the original, so he certainly can’t be accused of cramming his own interpretation down our throats.

I once spent an entire evening with a borrowed copy of the Knapé edition, volume 16—27 Stücke für die Gambe solo. Intrigued by a style of viol music which was unfamiliar, I set out eagerly to read from start to finish. By the end of my session, I felt slightly as if I’d been swimming through a sea of treacle! All of those endless sequences of triplets in D major and repetitive, predictable harmonies did not wear well. Charters has, I am sure, selected what will wear best. Many players will enjoy the considerable technical challenges and the opportunity to explore something quite different from English and French viol music. There are many contemporary references to Abel’s fame as a virtuoso and master of elegant playing. The music in this edition gives us a chance to explore the less familiar and appreciate another style. I still have a slight “I didn’t-know-you-were-allowed-to-do-that” attitude about all those roller coaster roulades of thirty-second notes, so I am happily practicing them with the Abel reproductions on my wall looking alternately benevolent and stern.

According to the editors, William Young’s music exists only in manuscript, and his career is documented only after he was employed by Archduke Ferdinand Karl of Innsbruck in 1652. They go on to say that he was considered a virtuoso violist da gamba and that his music reflects his continental wanderings while maintaining its essential “Englishness.” The two sonatas are taken from a 1653 publication which includes eleven sonatas and nineteen dances for various groups of instruments. This was evidently the first work by an English composer to use the designation “sonata.” To find out how the music sounds, I was fortunate to have a brief sight reading collaboration with a Baroque violinist and musicologist. We felt, indeed, that both sonatas had a definite Italian flavor, with their canzona-like, episodic sections. The editors discuss this at length in the introduction. We also agreed to a similarity to early Jenkins, and the “fusion of national styles” which the editors mention. The viol part has many double stops and the sort of octave and tenth skips in sixteenth-note passages that challenge bow arm and left hand alike. The violinist does not seem to have to work as hard; it was obvious to both of us that Young was a viol player, whose music enhances both the harmonic and melodic qualities of the instrument. The editors say the tempo and movement designations are original, but I wondered about the realization of the bass line, which is not discussed. What is here seems conservative, which is generally preferred to everblown, but my keyboard friends usually want to know what is original and what is editing. The sparse harmonies and note values in Sonata II particularly, suggest that an organ might be used. Also, I wondered about doubling the bass line with another viol.

The editors seem to have done a careful job with this Durham Cathedral Library manuscript except for a couple of tooth-rattling dissonances which I question. Although this sort of thing certainly crops up in English music of the period, I would be tempted to change what seem to be a very few errors. What conclusions do I draw regarding these new additions to the violin/viol repertoire? First, that Sonata I is more interesting to me than Sonata II because it is longer, more episodic, and more harmonically rewarding. Secondly, that this music is, as my violinist friend and I agreed, “nice but not thrilling.” I am sure that I am spoiled by the inventiveness of Simpson and the remarkable creativity of Jenkins, to name only two from that rich period of English viol music. If I ride lightly over the efforts of William Young, perhaps it is because I already have a fat collection of Dovehouse editions of those two gentlemen, just waiting to be programmed.

Carol Herman
Richard Charteris reminds the reader in the introduction to his edition of John Coprario’s six-part consorts and madrigals of the great popularity accorded to Coprario’s instrumental music during the seventeenth century, as evidenced by the ninety-one manuscript and seven printed sources of the period which contain his music. Coprario’s sizeable output includes a large number of works for viols: 8 two-part, 10 three-part, and 7 four-part fantasias; 52 five-part pieces, 8 six-part fantasias; 16 fantasia-suites for violin, bass viol, and organ; 8 fantasia-suites for two violins, bass viol, and organ; 2 works for one lyra viol; 3 works for two lyra viols; and 11 for three lyra viols. As in the seventeenth century, Coprario’s music can once again enjoy wide dissemination through the several modern editions of significant portions of his repertoire, the four most recent all produced by Mr. Charteris: all the fantasia-suites, in *Musica Britannica*, vol. 46, 1980 (reviewed in the 1981 issue of this journal); the five-part pieces, in *Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae*, vol. 92, 1981; and the subjects of this review, the fantasias for two basses and organ and the works for three lyra viols, and the above-mentioned six-part consorts.


The two editions under consideration here illustrate two aspects of Coprario’s instrumental oeuvre: the six-part consorts and the fantasias for three lyra viols reveal the composer’s Italian connection while the duos for basses and the remaining lyra viol pieces reflect the later influence of dance forms on English instrumental chamber music. In his extended introduction to the A-R edition, Charteris explains that Coprario likely wrote only twelve bass duos with organ, not fourteen as maintained by many writers, because two of these fourteen are actually corrupt versions of fantasias three and four in the A-R edition. Charteris suggests a date of between 1610 and 1615 for these duos in light of their Baroque trio sonata texture and more expressive harmonic vocabulary than found in the multi-voiced fantasias. An independent organ part, used to fill out harmony and participate in the imitative texture of the viols, made one of its first appearances in English music with these duos. While Coprario called these works “fantasias,” they are actually bi-partite dance movements, with an internal cadence approximately one-third of the way through, followed by a second half written out twice in most works, sometimes with slight modifications or exchanged parts on the repeats. Charteris explains that he has suppressed the double bars which in the original sources
marked these central cadences, since their only function seemed to be as an indicator of the works’ sectional character. One wishes he had retained these double bars to help elucidate the movements’ structure.

According to Playford in 1682, John Coprario was among the “very best masters” of the lyra viol. Of the eleven works for three lyras in this edition—consisting of three fantasias and eight dance movements—three are anonymous in the sources, but based on stylistic and bibliographic considerations Charteris justifiably attributes all eleven pieces to Coprario. These three fantasias resemble the composer’s multi-voiced fantasias in their imitative texture, yet surpass them for harmonic richness, while the eight works in dance form—seven almains and one corant—are again representative of popular English instrumental dance forms of the period. This edition presents these works for lyra viols in conventional notation in score in the volume proper, with another copy in tablature in a supplementary, optional book.

This edition of bass duos and lyra compositions is on a par with other volumes in A-R Editions’ superb series Recent Researches in the Music of the Baroque. The preface contains abundant information about the composer, the music, performance issues, source materials (including three facsimiles of manuscripts), and a clear explanation of editorial methods, including a detailed listing of variant readings for each piece. The physical features of the edition are commendable: the notation is quite legible and the paper of good quality and well bound, making the price a fair one in this reviewer’s mind. However, the optional tablature supplement costs an additional $8.00 (the user does not have the option of buying the lyra pieces only in tablature and not in conventional notation) and is not bound as sturdily as is the main volume. In any case, to perform from this edition one must either indulge in photocopying or buy two copies of the book, since no parts are included. Nevertheless, the volume is certainly a welcome addition to a library of English music.

The existence of so many polyphonic fantasias by Coprario lends weight to the theory that in the earlier part of his life the composer did travel to Italy or at least was strongly influenced by Italian composers and musical styles. As evidence of this Italian connection, all but one of the five-part and one of the six-part fantasias bear Italian titles, some of which are also the titles for known madrigals and canzonets by Italian composers, suggesting also that Coprario’s fantasias, if not actual transcriptions of vocal works, were vocal in inspiration, apt for viols and/or voices. Of the eight six-part works, two survive with fully underlaid texts, included here in Charteris’s edition. Additional evidence for the vocal origins of these six-part consorts is their inclusion in some sources of largely vocal compositions. Charteris suggests that these five- and six-part works were composed between 1590 and 1610.

This Boethius Press edition of the fantasias is a better performing edition than is the more scholarly A-R edition. The editor’s introductory and concluding commentary is briefer and directed more to issues of performance than to bibliographical or editorial questions. Also, the edition includes seven paperback partbooks, the seventh being an organ score of three works, as well as a hardback score: all of which are carefully assembled to withstand extensive use by performing musicians. The manuscript hand of the Boethius Press edition is large, bold, and easily legible, but less handsome than the engraved format of the A-R edition. In these times of high production costs of printed materials, one might question why the Boethius Press copyist used such large notation, particularly for the score, the number of pages of which could have been considerably reduced by including more than the two systems per page required by this larger notation, and also why he or she did not better plan the layout of both score and parts to eliminate the half-empty pages at the end of nearly every piece in the volume.

This reviewer recommends both of these editions, for they present in a clear and scholarly manner music which occupied an important place in the repertoire of a
prolific and influential composer. Through his comprehensive investigation of Cipriano’s life and works and with his careful editorial methods, Richard Charteris presents a more nearly complete view of an important segment of viol music of our past.

Barbara Coeyman

Three recordings from Gasparo Co., P.O. Box 120069, Nashville, TN 37212. $9.98 each:


The first two recordings reviewed here are further releases by Gasparo of music from the Oberlin Baroque Performance Institute, directed by August Wenzinger. The first was recorded at the 1981 session of the institute, which was dedicated to the works of Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767). The selections on this recording are his Sonata in A Minor for Oboe and Continuo from Der getreue Music-Meister., Sonata in E Minor for Viola da Gamba and Continuo from Essercizi Musici, Quartet in G Major for Flute, Two Violas da Gamba and Continuo from the Darmstadt MS. 1042/90, and his cantata Du aber Daniel, gehe hin.

The oboe sonata is a well-known student work, easily taken for granted and therefore often somewhat perfunctorily performed. That is certainly not true here. James Caldwell displays great musicianship and masterful interpretation throughout the work. The first movement is in a good, lilting tempo which, with the beautiful phrasing of Mr. Caldwell, conveys a real siciliano spirit lacking in other recordings of this work. Telemann labeled the second movement spiritoso rather than the usual allegro, and Mr. Caldwell plays it in a bright, brisk, spirited tempo which is very appropriate. The final two movements are typical of Telemann’s sonata form and are performed equally well. Mention should also be made of the masterful job done by the continuo players, Catharina Meints, violoncello, and Lisa Goode Crawford, harpsichord, who achieve a perfect balance with the soloist.

The viola da gamba sonata reveals more of the composer’s theatrical style. The opening cantabile is obviously influenced by the vocal idiom, and the third and fourth movements resemble an opera scene. The third is designated Recitativo-Arioso, and the fourth, a vivace, is similar in style to an Italian aria. The performance, by Catharina Meints and James Caldwell, violas da gamba, and Lisa Goode Crawford, harpsichord, maintains the high standards achieved by this same group in the oboe sonata.

The Quartet in G Major exists also in a version for two violins. As Mary Anne Ballard comments in her program notes:

Knowing which version is earlier is unimportant because the whole piece is written in the brilliant Italian idiom as if for violins. The Darmstadt Library version for two gambas was probably intended for the use of the famous gamba virtuoso Christian Hesse, who lived in Darmstadt during Telemann’s years in nearby Frankfurt.

Telemann was known among his contemporaries as an excellent contrapuntist, and evidence of his skill is present in this work. In the opening dolce, the flute is answered by the two viola; this style is continued to a lesser degree in the following allegro, which also displays Robert Willoughby’s virtuosity on the Baroque flute. The third movement, soave, demonstrates the superb balance and intertwining of voices that Telemann describes as his trio-sonata style.

Telemann’s church music style is a mixture of his contrapuntal genius with Italian operatic melody. It is in this genre that Telemann has been most severely criticized by succeeding generations. In Du aber Daniel, gehe hin, his setting of the text, choice of instrumentation,
and expressive melodies are typical of his sacred style and deserving of a careful hearing.

The rich sonorities of the original instruments used throughout this recording make it worth hearing, even without the masterful interpretations of the artists. Included in the slipcase is the script of a lecture on Telemann delivered by August Wenzinger at Oberlin in June of 1981, and the text of the cantata in German and English.

The second album, *Music of the Berlin Court*, comprises recordings drawn from the 1980 Baroque Performance Institute, despite the 1981 date on the cover. Included are Johann Gottlieb Graun's cantata *O Dio, Fileno* for soprano, viola da gamba and strings; Johann Joachim Quantz's Trio-sonata for Flute, Recorder, and Continuo in C Major; and Franz (Frantisek) Benda's Sonata for Violin and Continuo in A Major.

Johann Gottlieb Graun was one of a family of German musicians, including his brothers August Friedrich Graun and Carl Heinrich Graun. Born in Wahrenbrück (near Darmstadt) in 1703, he studied first with J.G. Pisendel and later with Giuseppe Tartini. In 1732, he entered the service of Frederick of Prussia and moved with him to Berlin when he became King Frederick II in 1740. Graun served as Konzertmeister of the royal orchestra until his death in 1771.

His cantata, consisting of two arias introduced by two recitatives, is typical of the period. The text is a lament by Irene occasioned by her lover's return to war with the coming of spring. August Wenzinger copied the score used in this performance from the one held in the music department of the Berlin Staatsbibliothek. The first modern performance was at the Schola Cantorum of Basel in 1943; the second is this performance, recorded at Oberlin in 1980. The instrumental accompaniment and viola da gamba obbligato are handled in the flawless manner for which the soloists at Oberlin have become known. The soprano soloist, Penelope Jensen, gives a very expressive, dramatic rendering but is a little difficult to understand in places.

The next work is a trio sonata by Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773). It was probably composed sometime before his employment began with Frederick II in 1741, while he was still connected with the Dresden court. It is in the form of the Italian sonata da chiesa as standardized by Corelli and adopted by many later composers. Especially notable is the character of the final two movements. The third is written in the triple meter of the middle movement of Legrenzi's early sonatas, but is slower and retains the sarabande quality characteristic of the third movements of many of Corelli's trio sonatas. The fourth movement also has a dance-like quality, which distinguishes this work from the pure "chiesa-type" trio sonatas typical of other non-Italian composers of the time.

Franz Benda (1709-1786) was also employed by Frederick the Great and eventually succeeded Graun as concert master of the royal orchestra. His sonata is very demanding in the variety of ornamentation—including rapid cadenza-like passages, trills, and myriad other embellishments—particularly in the highly ornamented Adagio. The solo violinist, Marilyn McDonald, does a remarkable job with the solo ornamentation; it is crisp and precise, although outnumbered by times by the accompanying.

Except for the addition of harpsichordist Doris Ornstein, the third recording again features the same performers as the first two. It contains the Telemann Sonata for Unaccompanied Viola da Gamba, four harpsichord sonatas by Domenico Scarlatti, and two Handel cantatas.

This recording of Handel's Italian chamber cantata, *Mi palpita il cor*, is particularly important because of its rarity. As Doris Ornstein points out in her program notes:

Because the soprano-oboe version was published as "incomplete" in the Händelgesellschaft, it has received few if any modern performances. The performance is based on the complete autograph (R.M. 200.4) in the Royal Music Library, London, and on a study of the other versions.
Domenico Scarlatti’s “sonatas,” originally called *Essercizi per Gravicembalo*, are among the most original works of the period, neither derived from nor showing any particular influence of the other styles and forms popular at the time.

The four Scarlatti sonatas include K. 87 in B minor, K. 401 in D major, K. 238 in F minor, and K. 239 in F minor. The Telemann sonata from *Der getreue Music-Meister* was written in response to a growing demand for unaccompanied string music. Arpeggios, broken melodies, and occasional double-stopping give the impression of accompaniment. The third movement, a recitative and aria, illustrates the operatic qualities of Telemann’s style.

This recording also displays the high standards of the performers and of Gasparo in the extremely high quality of performance, recording, and pressing, resulting in one more valuable addition by Gasparo to any record collection. All three are highly recommended.

*Philip M. Smith*

---
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